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The most appropriate introduction to this study is prohahly one made
hy Urie Bronfenhrenner to one of his articles in which he wrote the
following:^
The emphasis of modern educational theory on the socio-emotional
aspects of human growth has imposed the necessity of devising
techniques for evaluating the degree and the character of social
development. The problem has been complicated by the fact that
social development applies not only to the individual but to the
social organization of which he is a part. Variations occur not
only in the social status of a particular person within the group,
but also in the structure of the group itself—that is, in the
frequency, strength, pattern, and basis of the interrelationships
which bind the group together and give it distinctive character.
Social status and structure are of course interdependent, but
attention must be given to both of these variables if the process
of social development is to be properly understood.
An ingenious technique, the socio-metric testing technique, has been
devised as a scientific procedure for discovering and analyzing the position
of each individual within the group. It also makes possible an analysis
of the framework of the group organization—an identification of persons
dominant in the group structure, of cliques, of cleavages, and of patterns
of social attraction and repulsion.
This procedure is particularly applicable to the study of a school
class. The Individual and group needs revealed through its use provide
a sound basis for planning which is designed to effect better integration
of the friendship structure within the class.
Urie Bronfenbrenner, "A Constant Frame of Reference for Sociometric
Research," Sociometry. VI (November, 1943), 363.
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The Problem and Its Scope.— The problem, arovind which this study
centered, was to determine the interpersonal relations among sixth and
seventh grade pupils at Atlanta University Laboratory School by using the
sociometric method. This involved the following minor problemis: (1) To
show the social structure of the two groups; (2) to determine the friend¬
ship pattern between boys and girls, girls and girls, and boys and boys;
(3) to determine the social status of each pupil in his respective group;
and (4) to determine the existence of, if any, other factors that maybe
considered unfavorable to good group relationship.
Limitation of the Scope.— This problem was limited to the sociometric
study of friendship patterns as seen through the choice selection and re¬
jection of friends among the twenty-three seventh grade pupils and the
twenty-two sixth grade pupils at the Atlanta University Laboratory School.
The study was further limited to a study of the situation that was
present in the classroom. This study did not include an intensive study
of any one individual.
Definitions.— "Interpersonal relations" as used here means the social
interaction among the pupils. In other words, how does one child respond
to another child.
Friendship represents a pattern of interaction which may exist between
any two people. It is a pleasant and satisfying relationship and is
Important to adequate personality development, from the standpoint of the
clinical psychologists, mental hygienists, and educators.
"Sociometry" is that science which makes it possible to measure with
reasonable accuracy the position of the individuals within a group in
terms of social acceptance and social rejection.
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The "soclometrlc method" Is a scientific testing procedure for discover¬
ing and analyzing the patterns of friendship among the members of any group
of people. Preferably, without restraint, however, in some cases for the
sake of simplicity, it is better to limit the number of choices. Socio¬
metric testing locates rejectees, integration, and isolation.
"Sociograms" are the graphic presentation of the results of a socio¬
metric test. They show which pupils desire to be around which of their
classmates, and which pupils are ignorned or avoided by the others as
associates.
"Socially accepted" as used here, refer to those pupils accepted by
others as friends.
"Rejectees" as used here, refer to those pupils not accepted as friends
by other members of the class, but who are spurned or avoided by others on
the basis of dislike.
"Ignored persons" are those who are not socially accepted or socially
rejected, but those who are not mentioned in any capacity.
"Social status" here means the social position in which the group
places the members of that group. In other words, how much prestige does
one have with the group.
"The "integrated inipils" as here used, refer to those pupils who show
desirable relationship between themselves and other members of the class.
They are chosen many times as friends and they choose, in return, many
friends. However, from the standpoint of the educator, the integrated
individuals are not those who remain fixed or stationary, but those who
show continuous, intelligent, interactive adjusting.^
.
Thomas L. Hopkins, Integration. Its Meaning and Application (New York,
1937), p. 1.
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Method of Procedure,— The procedure of previous studies of inter¬
personal relations have "been numerous and varied, ranging from observational
techniques to verbal selections. The relative merits of these approaches
have been discussed by Frankel and Potashin^ who suggest the superiority
of the sociometric techniques for this purpose. In the present study the
latter method was followed:
This study began at the Atlanta University Laboratory School in January,
1948 and continued through April, 1948. The classes used, grades 6 and 7,
were selected since they were more homogeneous and since the method to be
followed was not as applicable to the lower grades.
Three testing procedures were used to obtain the necessary data although
any one of the procedures would have been sufficient. The idea was to use
one of the tests as a check on the validity of the pupil's choices on one
of the other tests. There was no appreciable lapse of time between test¬
ings.
O
The first test form used was the Guess Who Form. This form is called
the Who's Who In My Group. It is a direct type of sociometric instrument
in which brief descriptions are given of various ways in which children
behave. The pupils were each provided with a form and asked to name any¬
one in the class who is like the person described. There were 18 sketches
in the test. The following is an example of the exact procedure and one
of the types of persons described:
-
E. B. Frankel, and Eeva Potashin, "A Survey, of Sociometric and Pre¬
sociometric Literature on Friendships and Social Acceptance Among Children,"
Sociometry, VII (November, 1944), 482-431.
2
Adapted from Ohio State Recognition Scale, College of Education,
Ohio State University by the Committee on College Study in Intergroup
Relations.
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After a 'brief explanation at which time the tester said, "Today we
want you to answer some statements; this is not an examination or a test
and there are no ri^t and wrong answers, I simply want to know how each
of you feel about other boys and girls in this room, because I want to
help you if I can, in making friends, and in being good friends to other
people," each child was then given a test form. The tester then said, "I
am going to read the first paragraph now. Read quietly to yourself as I
read aloud. If you don't know the meaning of the word, raise your hand,
and I will try to help you to \uiderstand the word." The first statement
was then read.
The following is an example of one of the statements or questions
read:
4. Are there any children in your room who are very, very
good in the games we play? They seem, to be the best players.
Everyone wants to chdose them first because they are good persons
to have on your team. Who are these children?
After a slight pause, the tester said: "If that fits any person or
persons in our room, write the namies or names of those persons on the lines
below the statement."
Sufficient time was given for each child to write his choice, and then
the next paragraph was read. This continued until all paragraphs (18) were
read.
It was emphasized throughout the testing that this information was con¬
fidential and no one would know what another person had written. They
were asked to cover their test forms with an extra piece of paper.
This test was given with the hope that some bases for social acceptance
and social rejection could be determined.
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The second test form given was the Social Acceptance Form. This is
also a direct method which makes an attempt to disguise the purpose of the
testing. Each pupil was given two prepared forms. One listed the names of
every member in the class, and the other presented a system of classifying
persons according to the degree of friendship. After a "brief explanation,
which gave the reason for testing, the pupils were first asked to place the
key number "Four" in front of his own name and write "Girl", if a girl, at
the top of her paper; and if a boy, write "Boy" at the top of his paper.
From here on the procedure was very much the same as that for the last test
discussed with this exception, instead of writing the name of any individual,
each child was asked to choose the category which best fits each person,
and place the number of that category before the person's name. One number
was assigned to each category, starting with number "1" and ascending to
number "6". This test is called The Ohio Social Acceptance Scale for The
Intermediate Grades (ST-3). It has a six-point classification of friendship
and a descriptive paragraph explains each of the six categories.
The third method used was the Questionnaire Form. This is an Indirect
method in which an attempt is made to disguise the purpose of the testing
by placing sociometric questions in the content of the questionnaire which
is closely related to some aspect of the group's function. The pupil's
attention is centered on making choices among an array of interests, hobbies,
and activities related to the school. This test was prepared for use at
the Atlanta University Laboratory School by The Committee on College Study
in Intergroup Relations.^ The questionnaire includes fourteen questions.
_ .
The Committee on College Study in Intergroup Relations Referred to
Here is the Committee at Atlanta University Laboratory School Under the
Chairmanship of J. Max Bond, Director of the School of Education.
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The two key questions, from which the sociometric data was obtained for
use in this study, are as follows:
4. Who are your best friends in this class, the people you
like to r\m around with? Name one, two, three, or more or don't
name any as you like. Write the full name, such as Mary Jones.
9. We don't like all people equally well, some we don't like
at all. Whom don't you like at all? Whom don't you like in your
school? Wouldn't want to run around with? Name one, two, three,
or more or don't name any as you like.
From this last test the sociometric data obtained was used in the making
of the sociograms found in this thesis. Sample forms of each of the tests
described will be found in the appendix.
Other information,pertinent to this study was obtained from the principal
of the school and the teachers of the two classes through personal inter¬
views. Such information proved helpful in interpreting the data.
The data obtained from the administration of the sociometric instrument,
to be used in plotting the sociograms was recorded under the totrix Plan.^
An atten^t was made to conceal the identity of each pupil tested by using
initials instead of the real nam.e of the pupils.
The Value of the Sociometric Method in the Field of Education.— Educa¬
tion is primarily concerned with the life children are living. As the
school, working with home and community, helps children to live rich,
meaningful, and cooperative lives in the present, it is best preparing
them for the responsibility of adult life. It is, therefore, the school's
primary responsibility to make the school life of children—and the out-of-
school life, in so far as it can influence this also—broadly democratic.
Democratic living in the school is the best preparation for the understanding
1
For detailed explanation of the Matric Flan see Chapter II, "Inter¬
personal Eelations Am.ong Sixth and Seventh Grade Pupils".
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of and the participation in democratic living outside the school,
A society in which people are working together cooperatively in the
attenpt to secure for self and to provide for others a genuine and full
opportunity for development to the best of which each is capable; to re¬
move, as far as possible, those handicaps that prevent this achievement,
and to develop a sense of social responsibility in connection with the
opportunities provided, is a concept of demiocracy.
The broad task of education is fixed by this conception of democracy.
The school, working cooneratively with the home and other social agencies,
must seek to develop the kind of group life that we call a demiocratic
society, and the kind of individuals needed in this democratic society;
it must seek to develop group life in which there is mutual recognition of
interests and active cooperation to develop capacities to their best for
social ends and which recognizes the responsibility to aid in securing this
same development for all.^
The high rate of juvenile delinquency, the increasingly large number
of persons sent to state and federal prisons and reformatories each year,
two-thirds of whom are under thirty years of age, and a great percentage
are under twenty-one years old, indicate the vast task that is the school's
2
in educating for adjustment.
The enormousness of such tasks, which is the responsibility of educators,
calls for a pooling of all available resources to accomplish them. The
sociometric method is of invaluable assistance to educators in helping them
_
Georgia State Department of Education, Georgia Program for the Improve¬
ment of Instruction. Bulletin No. 2 (January, 1942), 16-17.
2
Lloyd A. Cook, Community Backgrounds of Education (New York, 1938)
p. 28.
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create the kind of environment and attitudes necessary for good group
living.
Sociometric testing locates the maladjusted and the potential malad¬
justed as well as the integrated individuals, thus "becoming invalua"ble in
revealing student needs for individual guidance.
Learning and personality development are largely group processes. It
is coming to "be recognized that the group atmosphere play an important part
in the healthy adjustments of children in learning situations. The indi¬
vidual's personal and academic growth can "be affected favora'bly or \in-
favora"bly hy his social situation. Pupils stimulate or thwart each other
in many ways.
Each individual wants to "be accepted "by those whose approval he seeks.
This is not always possfble. Imagined deprivations often result from
unfulfilled satisfactions which have definite influence upon the individual's
"behavior. Many different theories have "been advenced for resolving person¬
ality difficulties arising from unfulfilled status needs.^
2
Leslie D.Zeleny in his article discusses how an experiment conducted
hy a fifth grade supervisor, in which sociometry was used in the organization
of learning groups in a fifth grade science class, facilitated the learning
of facts and the development of personality.
Sociometric methods will reveal quickly and accurately to the teacher
group situations that frustrate a child; then the child's group can he
changed. The group can he instructed to hehave differently toward the
1
Bernice Baxter and Rosalind Cassidy, Group Eyperience (New York,
194S), p. 48.
2
Leslie D. Zeleny, "The "yalue of Sociometry to Education," Sociometry.
VI, No. 3 (August, 1943), 247-248.
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child and the child can he advised how to behave differently toward the
group.
In another study by Merl Bonney,^ she states that the chief value of
such studies to teachers is to nake them more conscious of the importance
of interpersonal relationships among the children they teach.
Sociometric tests have a contribution to make in deciding some cases of
questionable promotion. Bonney gives an example of a second grade child
whose academ-ic attainment was very poor. The question arose, should she be
promoted to the third grade? The record of pupil choice for both the first
and second grades showed she had fallen consistently in the lowest twenty
per cent in social acceptance—apparently because of social and emotional
immaturity. It was decided to retain the child in the hope that another
year in the second grade would enable her not only to attain better academic
success but also to establish better social status with a new group of pupils
who did not have her pigeonholed in their minds as a certain kind of weak
individual whom everybody ignored. Subsequent results bore out the widsom
of this decision.
In Oakland, California, a study by Merle E. Elliott,^ tells of how
teachers are using sociograms to locate sub-groups and mutual attraction
patterns in the classrooms. Numerous devices are used to aid those who
are isolates, such as seating arrangements, committee appointments, specific
instruction in social skills, individual conferences, opportunities to be
^Merl E. Bonney, "Values of Sociometric Studies in the Classroom,"




Merle H. Elliott, "Patterns of Friendship in the Classroom," Progressive
Education. XVIII (November, 1941), 383-390.
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important, and stimulation of parents to "bring together in their homes
children who are likely to "become friends.
The sociometric method "by revealing pupil-pupil association there"by
helps the teacher to serve students' needs and at the same time "bring them
within range of the teacher's educational o"bjectives.
To know these patterns of inter-personal relations in group life is
important "both as expressions of human behavior and for the pronounced
effects these have on instruction and on pupil attitudes toward school
experience as a whole.^
Background of Literature.— "It was during the first World War that the
idea of a sociometry, in conjunction with a modem, revised theory of
spontaneity, had its first expression. Sociometry developed at a moment
when,... notwithstanding all the advances man had made, the utter futility
of his efforts had become evident as being largely because of these advemces."
Sociometry official birthdate is recorded by the publication of Moreno's
monograph, "Who Shall Survive? A Wew Approach to the Problem of Human Inter¬
relationships," although Moreno pioneered himself in 1923 with situational
2
and interaction diagrams, and in 1931 with sociometric and spontaneity
tests. According to Mary L. Northway,^ Moreno formulated the kinds of
approach which were being tentatively studied by other independent workers.
J. D. Ketchum's studies of preference for associates in boys' groups in
_
Taken from the mimieographed edition of a sociometric work guide for
teachers, edited by Helen Davis. Sponsored by The American Council on
Education.
2
J. L. Moreno, "Foundations of Sociometry," Sociometry. I'V" (February,
1941), 17.
3
J. L. Moreno, "Group Method and Group Psychotherapy," Sociometry
Monograph.
4
Mary L, Northway, "Personality and Sociometric Status, A Review of the
Toronto Studies," Sociometry, IX (May-August, 1946).
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Toronto in the late 1920*s and Mark J. Peldstein's investigations of inter¬
personal relations at a sumirer can^ in 1930,^ are both examples of studies
sociometric in procedure, if not in name. However, Moreno credits himself
with having started the movement in the spring of 1914, just before the
outbreak of the first war, previously mentioned, with his publication Invita-
2
tion to a Meeting.
The volume Who Shall Survive? already cited, represents the primary
sources and contains the most comprehensive account of sociometric theory,
techniques, practice, results, and implications. Subsequent developments
have been reported routinely in Sociometry: A Journal of Inter-personal
Relations published quarterly. A valuable collection of early definitive
3
studies is contained in the Sociometric Review. New sociometric methods
especially valuable in the study of the individual are recently reported by
Helen Jennings in Leadership and Isolation.
Some Outstanding Studies and Methods in Inter-personal Relations.— The
sociometric technique has been applied in a variety of social situations.
Studies have been made in classrooms, factories, camps, fraternities, and
entire communities. Approaches have been both analytic and constructive;
efforts have been made not only to discover social relationships but to
determine them as well.
It is generally assumed that lack of friends, and a low degree of
1
W. I. Newstetter, Wawakiye Camp; A Research Study in Group Work.
Western Reserve University, (1930), p. 59.
2
J. L. Moreno, "Sociometry and the Cultural Order," Sociometry. Vol. TI,
No. 3 (August, 1943), p. 299.
3
Sociometric Review. Issued in 1936. Obtainable at New York, Beacon
House.
*Thl3 Journal may also be obtained at New York, Beacon House, Inc.
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acceptance by one's contemporaries, indicate some inadequacy in personality
development of the individual.
In an effort to isolate the factors related to social inadequacy,
investigators have, as previously stated, approached acceptance, friendship,
with different viewpoints and different methods.
Esther B. Frankel and Reva Potashin^ in their survey of sociometric and
literature, list the following methods of studying social relationship
along with the studies Introducing the methods:
(l) Observational Techniques
In trying to overcome limitations of diary records and rating scales,
the time-sampling method of observation was developed. In its original
2form the method was introduced by Olson in studying nervous traits in
children. It was adapted and extended by Parten, Goodenough, Beaver, Loomis,
Arrington, and Bott, for observing various aspects of social behavior mani¬
fested by nursery children.
g
The majority of time-sampling techniques described by Arrington, con¬
form to a general pattern. The individual members of the group are observed
in rotation for a specified number of short saaples of ■uniform length over
a period of time. In this way the observer can record the frequency and
type of contacts initiated and received, and their duration within the
short time Interval.
_
Esther B. Frankel and Reva Potashin, "A Survey of Sociometric and Pre¬
sociometric Literature on Friendship and Social Acceptance Among Children,"
Sociometry. VII (November, 1944), 422.
2
W. C. Olson, "The Measurements of Nervous Habits in Normal Children,"
University of Minnesota Institute of Child Welfare. Monograph No. 3. 1929.
3
R. E. Arrington, "Time Sampling in Studies of Social Behavior: A
critical review of techniques and results with research suggestions,"
Psychology Bulletin No. 2 (February, 1943), pp. 81-124.
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In studies of general acceptance, that is the acceptance of an indi¬
vidual hy his contemporaties, the observational methods have also been used.
F. B. Moreno^ studied the spontaneous play contacts of nursery school
children and from her data ascertained the relative acceptance of each child.
(2) Verbal Choice Techniques
To discover the existence of friendship and acceptance, many studies
have used one or more of three types of verbal choice methods.
(a) Simple Verbal Choice
The experimenter asks each to name his friends. From the reports
obtained, the pairs of friends are selected. Occasionally, mutuality of
this choice is taken into accoimt.
The objectivity of this approach is difficult to estimate. The situation
for the subject is not always clear.
(b) Paired Comparisons
This method was used to determine the popularity or acceptance among
a group of nursery children by Koch and Lippitt. The name of each child was
paired with that of every other child. The subject is required to state
t
which child in each pair he likes best. Popularity scores are then con5>uted
on the basis of the number of times a child has been chosen.
This method may be criticized since it requires so much time that the
child may become bored or fatigued. The method also, does not constitute a
realistic choice for the subject.
(c) The Sociometric Test
The sociometric method, devised by Moreno,^ overcomes many of the
F. B. Moreno, "Sociometric Status of Children in a Nursery School




difficulties encountered in the foregoing method. The test consists in
having each member of a group choose, from all the other members, those with
whom he prefers to associate in specific situations.
Moreno^ first used the test to analyze social groupings in a public
school and applied it later to a group of girls on a training school. The
results were supplemented by diagramatic representations.
In order to estimate the individual's social acceptance relative to
p
that of the other members of the group, Northway has added a method of
scoring the choices. She has used the target diagrams to show graphically
the relative position of the subjects and the direction of their choices.
Acceptance scores obtained by her and others show a wide distribution. This
indicates that each child makes a relatively weak association with almost
every other child, and has only one or two strong friendships.
Bronfenbrenner and Loeb have shown the high reliability and validity
of the grade school children sociometric testings. In several studies
reported by Northway, the social acceptance scores of the nursery school
children were found to be relatively consistent over a period of four months.
4
Jennings has made use of this method in studying the extremes of the scale
of social recognition—leadership and isolation. Lundberg and Cologne have
1
J. L. Monero, Who Shall Survive? A New Anuroach to the Problem of
Human Inter-Relations (New York, 1934), p. 435.
2
Mary L. Northway, "Appraisal of the Social Development of Children
at a Camp," University of Toronto Studies. Psychology Series. V (1940),
p. 63.
3
Mary L. Northway, "A Method for Depicting Social Relationships
Obtained by Sociometric Testing," Sociometry. Ill (1940), pp. 140-150.
4
Helen H. Jennings, Leadership and Isolation 1st ed. (New York, 1943).
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ipted the sociometric method to the community problems, Loomis to agri-
tural settlements and Dodd to public opinion polls.
In the study of the companionships of nursery school children, Hagman,
I devised a questioning technique similar to that of Moreno, concluded
•t based on the answers obtained from observed play contacts, the question-
: technique is of little value in determining the child’s companionships.
Florence B. Moreno fo'und that children who have the greatest number of
tiated contacts with one child make the greatest number of choices for
: same child in the verbal test. Also, that children of this school age
elop a significant social status which is based prima.rily on the earliest
erpersonal relations as they emerge in spontaneous groupings.
Hiere have been other studies made which were concerned with clarifying
I factors which are instrumental in determining social acceptance and the
mation of friendships, irrespective of method. Roughly, they fall into
ee classes.^
(1) Studies concerned with characteristics of physique and intelligence.
P. E. Williams, Paule Fury, E. D. Partrige, Pelletieri, and Walker find
Q., M. A., and C. A., to be important in determining the friendships of
de school children of the same sex.
In the nursery school these factors were found to be insignificant in
choice of companions.
(2) Studies concerned with environmental or sociological factors.
Furfey, Seagoe, and Walker noted that propinquity in terms of neighbor-
d, group membership, school grade, etc., is stressed as the most
_
Esther B. Frankel and Eeva Potashin, "A Survey of Sociometric and Pre-
iometric Literature on Friendship and Social Acceptance Among Children,"
iometry, VII. 426.
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in^ortant factor influencing children's friendship. Pelletieri reports
a decrease in in^ortance of this factor as children grow older.
General socio-economic background also plays a part in the creation
1 sof friendships, according to Jenkins and Fleming. This factor is closely
related to propinquity and to the tendency for nursery school children to
choose play companions with whom they have some association outside school.
(S) Studies concerned with personality characteristics
Williams asked his subjects to state their reasons for choosing a
particular person for a friend; Moreno asked his subjects to give reasons
for choosing or not choosing particular persons in specific situations.
Characteristics such as fun fairness and sportsmanship were en^jhasized
indicating the importance of personality factors in general, in attracting
and holding friends.
rZ
Ees-ults on the Bernreuter Personality Inventory reported by Seagoe
showed likenesses between friends in personal characteristics of athletic
ability,, courtesy, and cleanliness, as appearing more important than
differences.
Several comparative studies by Northway show no single trait or
consistent behavior pattern to be associated with acceptance. Although
skills in themselves were not important in general acceptance, possessing
a skill did influence acceptability for the activity in which the skill
was used.
-
G. G. Jenkins, "Factors Involved in Children's Friendships," Journal
of Educational Psychology. XXII (1931), 440-48.
2
E. G. Fleming, "Best Friends," Journal of Social Psychology. Ill
(1932), 385-90.
3
E. V. Van Dyne, "Personality Traits and Friendship Fornaation Among
Girls," Journal of Social Psychology. XII (1940), 291-305.
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Griffin and others found that children rated as shy had low acceptance
scores, hut all the children with low scores were not shy.
Loeh fo\md that children who were least acceptable to their age-mates
could he placed into two groups: (1) quiet, reserve children and (2)
aggressive or problem children. She found also that children who ranked in
achievement (school grades) above their rank in ability (I. Q,.) were
significantly higher in acceptability.
Another interesting study was that of Lloyd A. Cook.^ He made a two
year study of a stratified 10th grade class. The first year the objectives
were to determine, by sociometric test, the friendship structure of the
group, comparing first and second semester sociograms for change and
stabilities. Secondly,to stratify the 44 adolescents by use of the Warner
Technique of social class analysis; and thirdly, to see what light these
status data woxild throw on "best friend" choices. With this background
information the second year experimental program were to be started with
the general aim of "improving the learning situation by democratizing
pupil attitudes and behaviors." The approach for the first semester was
through individual guidance, for the second, group management with effects
in either case noted in group and individual sociograms.
His first sociogram showed two isolates, one pair, one chain, a series
of one way choices; and the clique with its "star". He also found class¬
room structure relatively stable over six months period. The final find¬
ings showed that the group had become definitely factionalized. This
effect was not intended but was not thought to make the structure undemocratic
^Lloyd A. Cook, "An Experimental Sociographic Study of a Stratified
Tenth Grade Class," American Sociological Review, Vol. X, No, 2 (April,
1945).
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The final sociogram also showed an increase volume of social inter¬
action. While the subjects did not vary greatly by social level in the
number of choices made, the same could not be said for the direction of the
choices. The trend, he foiind, in friendship making was upward, not out¬
ward or downward. This is a basic feature of the adult class system.
Cook concludes, thus the school group parallels the environing social order.
Many other studies have been made in this field touching on various
aspects of friendship. As has been already stated, a very good source for
such materials may be found in the current and past issues of the quarterly,
Sociometry. A Journal of Inter-Personal Relations.
CHAPTEH II
THE IHTER-PEESONAL RELATIONS AMONG THE SIXTH AND
SEVENTH GRADE PUPILS
Forms of Presentation.— The findings in respect to acceptance and
rejections, and social status as they appear as the result of sociometric
testing, were presented in the form of matrix charts and sociograms. One
of each for a classroom.
The matrix form has heen designed for recording data obtained from the
use of the questionnaire type of instrument. The matrix system assumes
that an individual may choose or reject each other person in the group,
hut in this study the test used limited the choices, not hy statement, hut
hy space allotted for the answer to the question of choice and rejection.
The names on the matrix chart were arranged in the same order vertically and
horizontally. For example, on the chart the entry in the second row fourth
colTimn represents the second person's feeling toward the fourth person. The
matrix is comprised of -'s for positive choices, -'s for negative choices or
rejections, and blanks for indifference or no mention.
The NC and NR columns at the right side of the matrix are for the total
number of choices, and total number of rejections, respectively, made by
each pupil. The horizontal rows, TC and TR, at the bottom of the matrix,
are for the total number of choices each pupil received and the total
number of rejections he received, respectively. lUie total of the NC column
sho\ild be the same as the total of the TC row. Simiilarly, totals should be
the same for the NR column and the TR row.
The social status index was computed for each subject and entered in
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the proper column in the SI (social index) row. It was found for each
member of the class by subtracting the number of times the subject was
rejected from the number of times he was chosen, and dividing the remainder
by one less than the number of pupils in the class. The highest possible
/ status index is plus one (■/!), while the lowest social status index is
minus one (-1).
The formula below was used in determining the social status index.^
SI = TC - TR N * the number of subjects
N - 1
The two classrooms studied were called Classroom A, and Classroom B,
to further eliminate the possibility of any pupil's identity becoming
known. The findings for Classroom A were tabulated on Matrix Chart I.
Presentation of Data for Classroom A.— Matrix Chart I consists of
twenty-two pupils, seven boys and fifteen girls. The initials of the
subjects were used instead of namies. The position of the nam.es on the
chart has already been described. The following findings can be observed
from the chart:
1. The person making the greatest number of positive choices was JR.
She chose 12 other persons as friends. In return she received 8 choices,
out of an expected 6 choices, from the class.
2. The person making the least number of choices was CP, who neither
chose or rejected any memiber of the class as a friend. His attitude in the
entire situation was one of complete indifference.
3. The person who rejected the greatest number of individvials in the
^The formula used here was taken from a manual, (Manual for Obtaining
and Analyzing Sociometric Data). Published by the College Study in Inter¬
group Relations' Committee, Detroit, Michigan.
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class was VB, who rejected two other persons CP and JS.
4. The only other person, a memher of the class, rejecting was BE, a
girl who rejected JS, a hoy.
5. The individuals chosen most were EP, and BG, both receiving a total
of 9 positive choices.
6. The persons receiving the least numher of choices were CP and VS,
neither received any positive choices. CP, as already noted, received one
reject, VS was completely ignored.
7. The greatest nvunher of rejections, two, were received by JS.
8. The total number of positive choices for the entire class were 116,
out of a possible 132. The total number of rejections for the class were
3. Therefore, the average number of positive choices per person were 5.27.
Sixteen (16) positive scores were not used by the class.
9. The raw scores showing the social status indices for the 22 children
of Classroom A ranged in magnitude from -.04 to /.43.
10. The persons with the highest social status scores were BG, and EP,
both with a score of /0.43.
11. The second highest scores were those for AB, JB, WE, and JB, all had
a score of /.38.
12. The person with the lowest social status score of -0.04, was CP.
13. The second lowest status score of zero (0), was that for VS.
14. The average (mean) social status score was /0.22 per person.
Interpretation of Findings for Classroom A.— In order to get a true
picture of the social status of each member of the group, it is necessary
and inportant to know first what the probability of selection is for each
person in a certain situation. In otherwords, how many times, purely by
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chance, can an individual expect to he chosen in a group of N subjects
where each person is allotted a definite number of choices.
Larzarsfeld presented a method for determining chance selection by using
the formula;
d
P = N - 1 d = the number of allotted choices to
each subject
N = the number of subjects
This formula is used only when one choice criterion is used as was in
the case of the sociometric testing situation employed here.
Substituting in the above formula, the probability score for each
member of Classroom A, which will be the sem.e for all because "d" has the
same value for all, will be
_6
P = 21 d = 6
N = 22
The indication here is that as individual in this testing situation
has a probability score of 6 or -.285. In other words, he may be expected
21
to be chosen 6 times out of 21.
Comparing the probability score with the actual number of choices re¬
ceived by each individual, which ranged from / 9 to 0, and averaged 5.3
choices per individtial, the class as a whole may be ranked a low average in
social status. Eleven persons, or 50 per cent of the class received the
number of choices expected by chance or above chance.
By using the formula previously mentioned for finding the social status
of individuals in the class, each member of the class was given a social
status rating. The average status score for the class was /.224.
Individuals with status scores from /.32 to /.43 may be considered the
"stars" of the class, since they were most chosen. In most of the cases
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these individimls also did the most choosing. Their scores were above those
expected by chance. The individuals with status scores from /.24 to /28,
may be considered to be of average acceptance as far as the group is con¬
cerned. Their scores were either the same as the chance expectancy score
or just a little below.
Individuals with social status scores from -.04 to /.12 may be con¬
sidered to be inferior in social status. Their scores were significantly
below chance, indicating that they received very few, if any, choices.
Only one person received a negative status score, and as seen from the
chart, he neither made or received any positive choices, but was rejected
by VB. This individual was CP. Whether his isolation was voluntary or
involuntary can only be determined by further study, but the fact that he
ignored choice making as well as having been ignored, might indicate that
his isolation was voluntary or by preference.
The other isolate, VS, may or may not be one by preference, only further
study can determine that; but, more probably hers is a case of involuntary
isolation since she does make four positive choices which are ignored.
She was neither chosen or rejected by any member of the class. However,
it is highly possible that her social status, which at the time of the
testing was zero (0), may be improved thro\3igh careful study and guidance.
The data show that there is a very high degree of sexual cleavsige in
the class group. Not one boy in the class chose or rejected a girl as a
friend, and no girl selected a boy as a positive choice, but two boys, CP
and JS were rejected by two girls. VB rejected CP and JS, and BH rejected
JS.
The boys ignored the girls and for the most part, with two exceptions,
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the girls ignored the hoys. However, the hoys were very well integrated
among themselves, so much so until they may he thought of as forming a
tight little clique. There also was a high degree of mutual choices among
the girls. To he exact, there were thirty (30) pairs of mutual friends, an
average of two (2) mutual friends, per girl. Such a finding makes the social
status indices questionable. It is quite possible that the low indices
were due to the like of intersexual positive choices, since these indices
are computed on the bases of the group, as a whole. The restriction, or
rather limitation on the number of choices allotted to each subject may also
have been a contributing factor to the low status indices.
Analysis of Sociogram for Classroom A.— The form taken by the inter¬
relation of individuals is a structure and the complete pattern of these
structures within a group is its organization. These stnictures when
graphically presented are, as already mentioned, the sociograms.
An overall picture of the sociogram for this group appears to be very
well integrated with the exception of inter-sexual cleavage, as mentioned
earlier. The sociogram shows a boys' clique. No choices were made outside
of their group. However, there is close integration within the clique as
seen in their choices for each other, which for are mutual ones. There
was one outstanding exception, the individual CP, was completely ignored by
his own group, and in return he ignored both boys and girls. He was most
definitely at the time of this testing an isolate.
The girls, with two exceptions, ignored the boys. Two girls, VB and BH,
rejected CP and JS. Individvial JS was twice rejected.
The pattern among the girls, for the most part, is very much inter¬
related. This pattern is composed of mainly, a series of compatible chains.
This structure, according to Moreno, "represents within the group an
♦
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uninterrupted flow of einotlonal transference. It is the natural route for
indirect imitation, suggestion, gossip, and is influential in the forming
of group attitoodes. It is the social telephone wire."
The pattern among the girls would he one of complete integration if it
were not for one isolate, VS, and a near isolate BH. Individual VS, was
not chosen hy any memher of the class as a friend, hut she made four choices
which were unreciprocated. The class ignored her completely. BE received
only two choices, one of which was a mutual choice. The other choice she
received was not reciprocated hy her. She made five other choices which
were ignored.
Individuals AB, JB, BG, ME, EP, JR, may he considered the "stars" of
the class since the greatest n'umher of choices were centered about them.
The analysis of the sociogram for Classroom A seem to more conclusively
validate the reasons previously given for the low social status indices.
The fact that there is a high degree of social interaction of a positive
nature, indicates that the group he highly integrated.
Presentation of Data for Classroom B.— The sociometric data for
Classroom B was recorded on Matrix Chart II, and presented graphically
on sociogram (Figure 2), in the same manner as that for Classroom A. Again
the initials of the subjects are used and in the same arrangement as that
on Matrix Chart I. The same number of columns and rows in addition to
the names are used and with the same significance.
The choice criteria for this test was the same as that for Classroom
A, and the same number of choices (6), were allotted each subject.
A study of the data reveal the following:
1. Matrix Chart II, is composed of twenty-three children, sixteen
girls and seven hoys.
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2. Out of a total of 23 subjects, all made 6 choices each except 9,
two (2) of this 9 having been absent at the time of the test.
3. Six persons out of 23 were rejected, hut may not he classified as
rejectees because they received positive choices from others in the class.
4. The individual receiving the greatest number of choices was YJ,
with a total of 9.
5. The person receiving the least number of choices was LT, who re¬
ceived neither positive choices or rejections.
6. The person choosing the least number of friends was HW, who made 3
choices. Despite her limited choice making, she received a total of 7
choices.
7. The person making the most rejections was JJ, who rejected 3 other
individuals, SC, JP, WW.
8. The persons receiving the greatest number of rejections were SH, and
JP, both having received three rejections each.
9. The positive choices received by the class ranged from 0 to 9. The
n\amber of rejections ranged from 0 to 3.
10. The class made a total of 114 positive choices out of a possible
138, and a total of 12 rejections.
11. The average positive choice for the class was 4.96, or approximately
5 choices per person. The average rejection score was..52 or less than
one rejection per person.
The probability score was computed in the same manner as that for
_6
Classroom A, and found to be, P = 22 or /.27. This means that by chance
each subject can expect to be chosen 6 times out of 22, as friends.
Using the social status formula, the social status index was found for
so
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each pv^il and placed in the matrix chart.
The range, in magnitude, of raw status scores for the 23 children are
from 0 to /.41.
1. The person with the highest social status score was YJ, with a score
of /.41.
2. The second highest status score was made hy EM. That score was /.36.
3. The lowest status index was made by LT. That score was 0.
4. The second lowest social status scores of -.05 were made by individuals
SC and SH.
5. The average (mean) social status score for the class was f.22.
Interpretation of Matrix Data for Classroom B.— Comparing the probability
_6
score, P » 22 or /.27 with the average number of choices received by each
individual, 4. Ninety-six choices per person, the class as a whole may be
said to rank below average in social status. The average social status for
the class was found to be /.22, which when compared with the highest social
status attainable, /l, is below what might be considered a representative
average.
The individuals with the social status scores from /.36 to /.41, may
be considered the "stars" of the class, since they were most chosen by other
members of the class.
Moreno considered persons with a total of five or more positive choices
as being "stars," but in this case where subjects were expected to make not
less than six choices, to classify any person receiving less than six choices
as a "star," would not be presenting a true picture.
Individuals with scores less than /.23, may be considered inferior in
social status. Twelve persons, which was more than one-half of the class,
fell into this group.
Individuals with scores from /23 to /27, may be classed as average.
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Individuals with scores from /23 to /27, may he classed as average,
as far as this group is concerned, in social acceptance. Their scores
were either the same as the chance expectancy score, or just a little helow
it.
Only one person, LT, had a social status of 0. She was the only com¬
plete isolate in the group. Not one of her five choices were reciprocated.
However, she was not rejected hy the group, hut ignored. The fact that she
made choices among her classmates, indicate that her position with the
group was not one she chose, hut imposed upon her hy the group, for what
reason can only he determined from closer study of the individual in the
group setting. There is one factor that may he responsible for this.
It was brought to attention hy the classroom teacher. It seems that LT
is comparatively new in the group. She has joined the group within the
past year, whereas the majority of the other members of the group have
been together for six or seven years, and in some cases even longer. How¬
ever, because LT was not rejected might mean that improving her status with
the group would not he too difficult an undertaking.
The two individuals absent when the sociometric test was given, to a
small degree, have been a contributing factor toward the low social status
rank for the class. They received choices and rejections from the class,
hut naturally, were unable to make choices. Between the two, 12 more
choices might have been added to the class total.
Analysis of Sociogram for Classroom E.— The sociogram (figure 2), for
Classroom B, shows three distinct sub-groups within its structure. Two
among the girls and one among the boys. One of the girl's group,SH, BH,
GG, HW, form a compatible friendship square, each chooses the other. This





structure might have heen a compatihle circle if JJ, who was chosen by
SH, had reciprocated her choice, and if she JJ, had chosen, or had been
chosen by EW. Individual JJ seeks the friendship of BE, the apparent
leader of this sub-group, but is ignored. Eowever, JJ links this group
with the other girls' sub-group, which is important to know if an attempt
is made to unite the two sub-groups. EW of this first mentioned group
appears to be a little on the selfish side. Although she is chosen by
seven individu8.1s as a friend, she reciprocates only three of these choices.
Another interesting thing about EliT is the fact that she was chosen by
both sub-groups. She preferred the first mentioned group and ignored the
other. Because of her position in the groups, it is possible that she
could hold quite a dominant place with the class group. Under the
circumstances, it might not be wise to encourage such. Eer apparent tendency
toward selfishness may cause more harm than good in a "star" position.
The larger sub-group formed by EM, JB, SG, MW, AR, AA, YJ, SC, and JM,
is well integrated within itself. Again may be seen a series of compatible
chains in its structure. In this group YJ and EM are its "stars".
The fact that there is a small degree of rejection between the two
groups might indicate the presence of some kind of rivalry. Individual
YJ, the "star" of the larger sub-group, rejects BE, the "star" of the
smaller sub-group, and SE her friend, BE and SE reject SC. Individual SC
chooses BE but ignores SE. She (SC) also was rejected by JJ, the reason
for this is not clear from the sociogram, unless, it is knowing of BE's
dislike for SC, she hopes to gain favor with BE by also rejecting SC,
Individual AA of the larger sub-group, also rejected BE and SE, possibly
because they are friends of a rival group.
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Three girls of the smaller sub-group, JJ, SH, and BH, rejected two
individuals from the hoys' group, JP, and W. JJ rejected both hoys.
BH and SH, hoth rejected JP. WW ignored JJ, hut the reaction of JP to the
girls could not he determined since he was absent at the time of the test¬
ing.
The Bociogram shows one isolate, LT. She made five choices, four to
*
members of the larger sub-group, and one to a member of the smaller sub¬
group, but all were unreciprocated. Her name was not mentioned by either
sex.
Unlike Classroom A, there was a small amount of inter-sexual choices.
EK chose YJ, BH, and GG. Several girls already mentioned, rejected boys.
Only one boy, WH,rejected a girl, HW.
The sub-group of boys althou^ not showing complete mutviality, one
cause for this absence of JP, a "star" among the boys, is integrated to a
fairly high degree. With a few exceptions, all choices were reciprocated.
Although JP was absent, the fact that he was chosen by all other boys as a
friend, might indicate that he would have reciprocated the majority of
choices, if not all.
Individual SB, also holds a "star" position among the boys.
This sociogram clearly pictures a possible reason for the low status
indices, the lack of group coherence. The class structure was composed of
three distinct sub-groups. They could not be called cliques in this case
because there were positive choices made from the sub-groups and to the
sub-groups. Only in a very loose conception could either group be considered
a clique, but without the proper guidance, these groups might easily form
into very tightly woven cliques, a most undesirable form in any group's
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organization.
Although there was a small amount of inter-sexual choices, there was
not enough to he considered significant. There is much room for the im¬
provement of the relationship between the sexes.
The sociogram for Classroom B, does not present a very integrated
picture of friendship patterns on the whole. The class cannot, in this
situation, he considered a social unit. If allowed to remain in this con¬
dition it might very well create a very unpleasant environment for all
concerned.
There is, however, one important thing to remember, the friendship
patterns of children are subject to change; so before anything conclusive
is done toward improvement or correction of what might be thought to be
undesirable relationships, several sociometric tests should be given,
results studied and patterns compared. Too much caution can not be used
when the human emotions are involved.
CHAPTER III
SUMMARY Airo CONCLUSIONS
Summary.— The main findings drawn from the data of this study may he
summarized as follows;
1. Patterns of friendship may when presented graphically (hy socio¬
gram), take the form of mutual or repulsion chains, triangles, squares,
circles, and stars.
2. Individuals may he socially accepted, isolated, rejected, or
ignored.
3. The degree of group integration can he measured hy relating the
results obtained in a true situation to those which wotild occur hy chance.
4. Social status may he influenced hy a number of factors.
5. Sub-groups and cliques also may he foTind within the class structure.
6. In the sixth grade, inter-sexual choices were completely missing,
the only indication of awareness to each other was seen when the girls’
group rejected some member of the hoys' group. Among themselves, the
girls were very well integrated.
7. In the seventh grade, inter-sexual choices, though very few, begin
to appear. There also was a definite formation of sub-groups within the
girls' group.
8. The hoys of the sixth grade formed a little clique among themselves,
retxirning almost completely, choice for choice.
9. In the seventh grade, the hoys were the aggressors in breaking
down the harrier between the sexes and offering friendship. In neither




10. On the whole the social status indices for the sixth grade,
although not significantly above chance, was above that expected by chance,
thus indicating a relatively high degree of integration.
11. The social status indices for the seventh grade was a little
below that expected by chance. The appearance of sub-groups reduces the
degree of integration for that group.
Conclusions.— It has been shown throtigh this study how the friendship
patterns of groups can be graphically presented, interpreted, and measured
in terms of social status.
A pattern of friendship composed of mutual chains may be considered
a roost ideal situation in which to convey desirable group attitudes. The
fewer isolates and rejectees within a group the more integrated its pattern
of friendship.
Rejections, isolations, sub-groups, sexual cleavage, and cliques, to
name a few, are forces against group solidarity and are contributing factors
influencing social status indices.
The sociometric technique is a most valuable instrument in determining
interpersonal relations within groups, and is invaluable to the classroom
teacher who is interested in providing the kind of environment which would
be conducive to the maximum growth of each child.
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A. Prepared for use at ATLANTA UNIVERSITY LABORATORY SCHOOL
1* You listen regularly to radio progrsms. "Which do you think the very best,
the next best?
!• The very best
2* The next best '
2. Which of the Xolloiring types of assembly programs do you like best? Write
1 before the p rogram you like the very best: 2 for the next best, and so
on through the list*
( ) Movies ( ) Scientific demonstrations
( ) Variety programs ( ) All music
( ) Original Plays and skits ( ) Speakers
3* Here is a list of activities or events* Check the two which you believe
give most opportunity for practice of good cititenship*
(a) Class parties (d) Activity group meeting
(b) Games in Phy* Ed* (e) Group painting and art work
(c) Assemblies (f) Club Work
4* Who are your best friends in the class, the people you like to run around
with? Name one, two, three, or more or don»t nmae any, as you like* Write
the full name, such as, Mary Jones, or Bob Smith*
e*
_ d*
b* ' e* ——————————
c* f.
5* Are the persons you have just naned your very best friends in all the school?




6* Check any of the following phrases which you think are true about our
recesses:
(a) About the right length*
(b) Noon period too long *
(c) Hallways too noisy*
(d) Eveiything is just about OK*
(fl) Locker rooms too noisy*
(f) Wash rooms are not usde well*
7* We take many magasinea in our library* If you read them please mark the one
you like best (1), next best II, and so on.
( ) Life ( ) Scholastic
( 5 Child Ufe { ) Wee Wisdom
( ) Nature Study
( } Popular Mechanics
Any Others ( ( )
8* Whai: suggestions can you make to help reduce absences and tardiness in your
room?
2
9, We don't like all people equally well, some we don’t like at all. Whom don't
you like at allT Whom don't you like in your schoolt Wouldn't want to run




10. Can you suggest some projects you think student eounoil should be interested
in?11.You study many things.Whish of those do you like best? Write (1) before
the subject you like bests (2) before the next best end so ons
( ) Geography ( ) Spelling
( ) Heading ( ) History
( ) Arithmetic ( ) Science
( ) Language ( )12.If you haa an opportunity to join groups in which you could loam about any
of the following, which would be first choice, second, thijrd, and so on:
( ) Droaatics ( ) Electricity
( ) Photography ( ) French
( ) Orchestra ( ) Clay Modeling
(Do you have as instrument? If so what kind ,)13.What do you think would most improverour school?14.Which games do you like most? Write (1) before the subject you like best,
(2) before the next best and so on.:
( ) Football ( ) Sorcer Ball
( ) Basketball ( ) Velley Ball
( ) Tennis ( ) Base Ball
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Your School Gra.do Date
1» Do T70 have any boys or :;irls in our roon who lose their temper, who sot nad
very quicldy, who become angry and excited when tilings go wrong? Then, when
they do lose their'tempers, they often do things or say things that are very
rude and very impolite, 'Tno arc the children who dp this?2,Some boys and grils are vorj^’ happy. They seem to have a lot of fun. Youlilce
to be with them because thejr like to laugh and have a good time. They sometimes
tell funny stories and jokes. The’'’ see the funny side of life. They make you
have funs they make you happier. Do we have any boys or girls in our room like
this? Who are they?3,Are there any boys and girls in our room who almost always think of themselves
first? Thejr want thpir own way. They don't want to wait for their turn - they
want to be first or among the first. Veiy often you will find tlmt they don't
want to/nelp others. They don't sliaro their things. Sometimes they are mean
and stingy. They try to keep everything for themselves or a few of their
friends, Wlio are the selfish children?4,Arc there anjr children in our room who are very, very good in the games we play?
They Seem to bo the best players. Sver/one wants to choose them first because
they arc good persons to have on your team. ITho arc those children?5.Arc there anj'' boys or girls in our room i7ho are too bashful? Arc there some
who are ver'' shy and almost too quiet? These boys and girls often want to be
alone or with just one friend. They almost never enter into the class discussion
They almost never ask questions. They don't want to be noticed vary much. They
prefer to stay in the "teckground. They are very bashful and very shy, Who
arc the3>'?
1
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6, Are there aay boys and girls in our roon vrho are very bravo? They have courage.
They are not afi-aid to tell the truth, even v/hen they are to blame. They are
not even afraid of bigger children. They are net afraid to fight, if they have
to. You think thoy^ are brave and almost nevoi' afraid^ ITho are they?
7, Some children are ”ec-py..catSo’’ They cop
their own ideas,, Th.';y cony school v'crk;
else, or speak just liJoe somcb.-ioy eiSdr,
•y from other people^ They don-t use'
they sometimes dress just like semebody
The.,' arc ''copy-cats,'' TJho are choy’8,Some boys and gills try very hard to do things well. They try hard to improve.
They want to do bettor both in their school work and in their games. Th:y work
hard and try to do their very best, A re there any children like this in oi.r
room? Uho are they?9,Some boys and girls arc not good perspns to have on a committee. They don't got
along well with other children, Ihoy don't work very hard. Sometimes they won't
stick to the job until it is finished. They don't do their share of work.
They almost never have good ideas for the committee. Do we have any children in
our room like this, ITho are they?10,Some bo.ys and girls are very, very clever with their hands, Some of then can
drav/ VQT-j beautiful pictures* Some girls can sew very nicely. Some boys can
whittle very well or make fine airplanes. Some boys and girls know how to fix
things that get broken* They can fix airplanes, or broken dishes, or tom
drawings. Those people are clever with their hands, '.’Jlio are they?11,Sene people are snobs. They are "stuclo-up". They think they are better than
you, The.y think that what they do is best. They think they arc so good. Are
there an.y people in our room who are "stuck-up?" Wio aro snobs? ITlio are thoy?12,Are thoro any children in our room who are good sports? Thoy virait for their
turn instead of wanting to bo first,. Tboy do their shnre in cleaning up, Tlicy
don't get mad if they lose and they often laugh even when the joko is on them,
Aire there any good sports in our room? TTho arc they?
in Intorgroup Relations
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I13,SonjG 'bo'''’S or girls arc not good parsons to Imve in your gang or in your club.
Tlioy cannot koap secrets. They don't stick by the gang or tlio club. The won't
holw the rest of tha gang or the club. They are not laj'-fil. Are there any boys
or "iris in our room like this? 7!io are they?14,Do wo Imve any varj^ good "thinkers" in our room? These students have new idea
they mko good suggestions. They give good reasons for what thej^ do. They fin
something- to do after thej'’ have finished a job. The;'’ use their own ideas in
their school v/ork. They as interesting questions and they also give interest¬
ing answers. They are good thinl^:ors, Tlflio are they?15.Do you know any boyp or girls who ^rag a lot? - who talk big but us-ually
"back down"? The;/ talk too much, brag too much, and are sometimes called
"windbags," In our room, are there any children like this? I7ho are they?16.Some -eeople make good leaders. You would choose them as clTadrman of-a comrnit-
teo, or president of a club, or captain of a team. They know how to plan thir.
and how to get things done. The;'’ are good loaders, TTho are they?17,Sometimes wo find people who are "bullies," They often hit smaller children
or they fight when they have a gang with them.- They pick on other boys arid
girls and often tease them or hit them. Do we ha,vc any boys or girls in our
room who are "bullies?" 7ho are they?18,Soactimes we like to visit the homes of the other children, i7e like to go
there because we have such a good time. The fathers and mothers of these
children arc nice to us when we visit, 7c like to go to the homes of some
children, Tho are the children in this room whose homes we like to visit?




Ti33 0H:0 social ACeiiPTAITCS SCALi:
FOR THU :ittzei::z3d:ate c-radrs
DIRRCTIOITS* On a separata sheet 70U T^ill find the nane of every student in your clas:
'7e -.vant you to put a nunber in front of every na’-ie. The nuniher you put doun should
be the nurfoer of one of the following pnrapraplis,
1, ":ry visy, vrey brst tririots,"
I would like to have this person as one of ny V3EY, VERY 33ST FRIRIIDS,
I would like to spend a lot of tine, with this person and would enjoy poin-p
places with this person, I would tell sone of ny troubles and sone of
secrets to this person and would do everythin,- I could to help this person
out of trouble. I will give a ITUIvIBZH OiTE to ny VERY, VERY 3EST TRISFJS,
2. ”I:Y OTHER FR:Ei®S,'»
I would enjoy working and being with this person, I would invite this person
to a party, and would enjoy going on picnics with tlois person and our friends
I would like to talk and nake and do thin,gs with this person, I v/ould like
to work with this person and I would like to be with this person often,
I want this person to bo one of ny friends, I will .give a JIUI-SER TVO to
every person VKO IS lY ERIEl'D,
3, ”IT0T TRIEIILS, BUT OiaY/
I would be willing .to be on a connittee with this person or to be in the
. sane club. It would be a,ll right for this person to be on the sane team
with ne or to live in ny neighborhood.' I would be in a play with this
person, I would just as soon work v/ith this person in school. This
person is not one of ny friends, but I think this person is all right,




4. "DOil'T ICTOU TH;.£3,"
I do not ]<now this person very wellf I.ia3'’be I would like this person,
maybe I wouldn’t, I don’t know if I would like to be v/ith this person,
I will put aERE'IBER POUR in front of the nane of EVERY PERSOU I DOH’T ■
RxTOi/ VERY iTELii,
5. "DOil’T C^iRE POR TTETi/I,'’ ' ■ ‘
I say ’’hello” whenever I meet this person around school or on the .street,
but I do not enjoy being with this person, I night spend sone time,with this
pierSQn if I didn’t have anj'-thing else to do, but I v/ould rather be with
sonebod:.’’ else-,' I don’t care for this person very much, I will give a
irUIIBER JZY2 to people I DOH’T CARE POR* VERY ITUCH,
6, "DISLIICE THE':."
I speak to this person only when it is necessarj/, I do not like to work
with this person and would rather not talk to this person, I will .give
a 1HP":BER six to EPRY PIP.SOIT I DO HOT LliG. .
